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Abstract - In database search the similar data with multimedia databases requires support of near-neighbor to access high dimensional data for accessing of individual queries. The respondents of voronoi based accessing based cell to allow the high datasets. In the proposed mechanism the efficiency of the data and distributed data can access the cells, in the R-tree Patterns. In this method the data can be verified and classified in to the root node to child node for identifying the neighbor node for the similar multimedia datasets. In our new approach, we therefore pre compute the result of any nearest-neighbor search which corresponds to a computation of the voronoi cell of each data point. In a second step, we store the voronoi cells in an index structure efficient for high-dimensional data spaces. As a result, nearest neighbor search corresponds to a simple point query on the index structure. Although our technique is based on a precipitation of the solution space, it is dynamic, i.e. it supports insertions of new data points. This kind of spatial query or nearest neighbor query is hard to achieve. This is the open problem that can be addressed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Keyword search in document performed with various approaches ranked retrieval results, clustering search results & identifying the nearest neighbor Keyword search on xml document categorized as two different approaches one is Keyword search on xml document which can be performed by ranking the searched results based on match or the answer to keyword & finding the nearest neighbor of keyword by using GST or by Xpath Query. In paper [2] the problem of returning clustered results for keyword search on documents the core of the semantics is the conceptually related relationship between keyword matches, which is based on the conceptual relationship between nodes in trees. Then, we propose a new clustering methodology for search results, which clusters results according to the way they match the given query.
Spatial databases are the databases that hold geographical information. They contain data that is essentially multidimensional. Such databases can be used for obtaining information based on queries. However, the queries of this kind will have more number of criteria making it so complex. Based on the query point and predicates, the underlying system should process the request. For instance query might be made on hotels, locations, schools, hospitals, lakes, parks and so on with various combinations of criteria. Many location based services in the world need nearest neighbor searches. The NN search is not simple. It needs to process huge amount of geography information. As the number of geographic properties are more and multi-dimensional in nature, developing such systems is considered non trivial. Search speed is an essential element in such systems. With respect to a web application for making searches on geographical data, speed is an important factor. The application should produce desired results in short span of time. This is a challenging problem needs to be addressed.

The report of Internet has recognized grow to an forever increase amounts of text data associate with multiple dimension (attributes), for example, client reviews in shopping website (e.g., Amazon) are continually associate with attribute like prices, models, and rates. A traditions OLAP information cubes can be in nature extensive to review and navigate structured data together with unstructured text data. Such a cube model is called text dice [1]. A cell in the text cube aggregate a set of document/items with identical attribute values in a split of size. Keyword inquiry, one of the most accepted and easy to use ways to recover helpful data from a group of basic documents is being extensive to R-DBMS to regain data from text-rich attribute [2], [3]. Given a set of keywords, accessible methods aim to find important items or join of objects (e.g., link by distant keys) that control all or several of the keywords. Conventional IR technique can be used to status documenter’s accord to the import. In a large text DB, however, the number of related documents to a queries could be great, and a user have to use much time impression them. If a document is connected with attributes information’s, in a data cubes model („a multidimensional space induced by the attributes”) e.g., the passage cube, a cell aggregate the document with identical value in a separation of attribute. Such a assembly of documents is associate with each cell, consequent to an object that can be directly optional to the user for the given query. These paper study the problems of keyword-based top-k search in text cubes, i.e., given a keyword query, find the top-k most significant cells in a text cube. When user want to regain information from a text cube using keyword question, believe that important cells, rather than important documents, are prefer as the answers, because: 1) important cells are easy for users to browse; and 2) important cells present users insight about the association b/w the values of relational attributes and the text data.

Many existing solutions use R-Tree for holding indexing information. The R-Tree is one of the data structures which are dynamic in nature. It is best used to hold information that will change frequently. When new data is added, or an existing data is modified, the R-Tree is bound to get changes. This makes the data structure so dynamic and it needs to have huge amount of indexes so as to support faster access to the data which resides in the underlying database. The R-Tree structure is suitable for making NN queries faster. However, this structure has been improved, as found in the literature, and new indexing structure IR-Tree came into existence.

Spatial queries with complex parameters were not explored more. Felipe et al. explored it recently and the indexing structure IR-Tree [1] is used. This tree has some drawbacks as it is not able to cope with huge amount of data containing multiple dimensions. This problem is also known as “curse of dimensionality”.

To overcome the drawbacks of IR-Tree, recently, Yufei Tao and Cheng Sheng proposed a new indexing structure named “spatial inverted index” which has been derived from conventional inverted index. This new indexing structure holds huge amount of indexes and dynamic in nature. It is capable of coping with multi-dimensional data. It helps users to have faster access to geographical data. However, Yufei Tao and Cheng Sheng [2] did not apply this indexing structure to some real world application.

2. RELATED WORK

In the paper „fast nearest neighbor search with keywords”, there are methods like spatial index, inverted index, nearest neighbor search. The first method spatial index is used for creating indices because there is huge amount of data need to be stored for searching that data stored in the form of xml documents. If the data storage created in the form of indices then space required is less also time needed for searching the keyword is less. Second method is reversed index. The reversed index data structured in a central module of a usual search engine indexing algorithms. A goal of a search engine presentation is to optimize the speed of the query: find the documents where word occurs. Once an index is residential, which provision lists of words per document; it is next inverted to develop an inverted index. Querying the index would need sequential iteration throughout every document and to every word to verify a matching document. The time memory and dispensation possessions to affect such a query are not always notionally practical. Instead of listing the words per article in the index, the inverted index
data structure is urbanized which lists the documents per word. The inverted index produced, the query can now be determined by jumping to the word id in the inverted index. These were effectively inverted indexes with a small amount of supplementary explanation that required a implausible amount of attempt to produce.

Third method is near neighbor searching. Nearest neighbor search (NNS), also identified as closeness search, parallel search is an optimization problem for finding closest points in metric spaces. In the paper „Efficient Keyword-Based Search for Top-K Cells in Text Cube” methods used are inverted-index one-scan, document sorted-scan, bottom-up dynamic programming, and search-space ordering. In the top k cells, there is a searching of nearest key to the query. Cubes forms clusters of single unique group which shows its identity.

The spatial dimension is requiring increasing the online objects with geo-location and a text description. The web browsers are satisfied increasing being geo-located and geo-coded also textual information of place is important. To find the different location quickly spatial keyword queries are helpful to strangers. The techniques allow the indexing of data, which contain the both textual information and geo location to answer the spatial keyword queries. The spatial keyword queries are helpful in real life applications.

For example Google maps for each point of location the square shapes geo-tagged documents can be produced. In the twitter also tweets can be extracting. In the field of research community development also the spatial keyword queries are more interest. We have three types of spatial keyword queries. Those are

1) Boolean kNN query
2) Top-kNN query
3) Boolean range query.

**Boolean kNN Query:** Extract the k objects nearby the users nearby positions such that each objects text description contains the keywords tasty, pizza and cappuccino”.

**Top-k kNN Query:** extracting the k objects with the top ranking scores, calculate from distance between query position and the relevant of their text description to the query keywords tasty, pizza and cappuccino.

**Boolean Range Query:** “Extract all objects whose text report contains the keywords tasty, pizza, and cappuccino and whose location is within 10 km of the query location.

We introduced the no of geo-textual indices. These indices generally mix with spatial index and a text index structure.

According to spatial index structure the existing indices can be characterized as

1) R-tree based indices
2) Grid based indices
3) Space filling curve based indices

According to text index structure these indices also classified as

1) Inverted file based indices
2) Signature file based indices

The previous geo-textual indices often report on empirical studies that imply the proposed indices are very competitive with baseline indices. To decide which type of index is most suitable for particular setting is difficult even though by using state of affairs.

### 3. EXISTING SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The existing application proposed by Tao and Shang builds a novel access method named “spatial inverted index”. This index is different from conventional index. It can deal with multi-dimensional data compatible with NN queries. The search is made using keywords. This method has higher performance when compared with IR2-tree in terms of query response time.

**Drawbacks of Existing System**

- The existing system does not apply the proposed indexing to a search engine kind of application.
- It does not provide a prototype application to demonstrate proof of concept practically.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is an extension to the existing system which practically employs the proposed indexing method for faster retrieval of results pertaining to spatial or NN queries by building a search engine kind of application. We built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept.

Advantages of Proposed System

- Faster NN search.
- Prototype application to demonstrate the proof concept.
- Search engine to demonstrate the faster searches.

5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Algorithm

Our new advance to solve the adjacent national problem is based on pre calculate the solution space. Pre-calculating the solution space means determining the Veronoi diagram (cf. figure 1a) of the data points in the database. In the following, we recollect the definition of Veronoi cells as provided in [Ro 91].
According to designation 2 the sum of the volume of The NN-Diagram of a database of point DB is define as the equivalent estimate diagram for two independent equally spread dimension, figure 2c and d show the two diagrams for a usual multidimensional uni-form distribution, and figure 2e and f show the diagrams for a spare delivery. Let us now consider examples of the NN cell and their MBR approximation for a number of different data distributions. Figure 2a and b show the NN drawing and A consistent delivery is typically generate by using a arbitrary number producer to construct the data values for both of the dimension separately.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

In this article, we propose a newest explanation to in order near national searching which is base on pre calculating and index the explanation break instated of index the information. The solution liberty can be characterized by a total and be related free partition of the information hole into cell, each contain closely single information spots. Every cell consists of all possible reservation point which has the consequent data point as a adjacent fellow citizen. The cell consequently corresponds to the d-dimensional Verona cell [PS 85]. Deter mining the adjacent national of a queries position now become equal to decisive the Verona cells in which the queries point is situated. While the Verona cell can be relatively multipart “high-dimensional polyhedral” which involve too greatly disk space after stored clearly, we estimated the cell by least bound rectangle and accumulate them in a “multidimensional directory agreement” such as the R-tree.

The implementation stage involves careful planning, investigation of the existing system and it’s constraints on implementation, designing of methods to achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover methods.

1. Registration
2. Login
3. Hotel_Registration
4. Search Techniques
5. Map_view
6. Distance_Search
Spatial Inverted List:
The essential compressed version of I-index with embedded coordinates is spatial inverted list (SI-index). Using SI-index we can do query processing by two ways. One is by merging or second is together with R-tree in a distance browsing. The defect of conventional I-index is eliminated by compression because SI-index use small amount of space.

Compression Scheme:
To reduce the size of an inverted index in the conventional context the compression scheme is mostly used. One unique id is allocated to for each inverted list. This is best useful approach is to record the gaps between consecutive ids and opposite ids.

The each element of list is a point p as (id_p, x_p, y_p). The each point contains the Id and two coordinate values of point. The gap keeping have need of a sorted order, this we can apply on only one attribute of the triplet. If we apply the sorting order in list ids, it works effectively the gap keeping achieves the space saving. But if apply on coordinates of point it’s not works effectively.

To solve this problem first we apply the gap keeping on coordinates of element of list. But here each element has two coordinates, we change it into only one then gap-keeping apply successfully. To change the multidimensional point into 1D we use Space Filling Curve (SFC) tool. If the two values are in the same space their 1D value will be same. Gap-keeping works effectively after sorting the 1D value.

Building R-trees:
The compressed version of inverted index is SI-index with converting of co ordinates. It achieved by the merging a number of inverted lists. In these modules we index of each inverted list by R-tree. To process the query by using distance browsing the R-tree works efficiently. The ultimate goal of R-tree is every leaf node of R-tree is block of an inverted list.

The existence of coordinates in the inverted lists logically motivates the creation of an R-tree on each list indexing the points. Next, we discuss how to perform keyword-based nearest neighbor search with such a combined structure.

Registration:
In this module an User have to register first, then only he/she has to access the data base.

Login:
In this module, any of the above mentioned person have to login, they should login by giving their email id and password.

Hotel_ Registration:
In this module Admin registers the hotel along with its famous dish. Also he measures the distance of the corresponding hotel from the corresponding source place by using spatial distance of Google map

Search Techniques:
Here we are using two techniques for searching the document 1)Restaurant Search,2)Key Search.

Key Search:
It means that the user can give the key in which dish that the restaurant is famous for. This results in the list of menu items displayed.

Restaurant Search:
It means that the user can have the list of restaurants which are located very near. List came from the database.

Map View:
The User can see the view of their locality by Google Map(such as map view, satellite view).

Distance Search:
The User can measure the distance and calculate time that takes them to reach the destination by giving speed. Chart will be prepared by using these values. These are done by the use of Google Maps.
7. CONCLUSION

We planned a new method for professional neighboring state look for in a set of high-dimensional point. Our method is based on the precipitation of the solution freedom of any chance “nearest neighbor search”. This corresponds to the division of the voronoi cell of the data point. Since voronoi cells may become quite compound when leaving to elevated dimension, we present a new algorithms for the approximate of high-dimensional voronoi cell using a set of least bound (hyper) rectangles. Though our practice is based on a precomputation of the clarification spaces, it is active, i.e. it wires insertion of original facts point. We lastly show in experiment estimation that our method is efficient for different kind of data and visibly outperforms the status of the art “nearests-neighbor algorithms”.

8. Feature Work

Spatial data is the data that reflects objects in the space. It contains data pertaining to real world objects such as cities, roads, rivers, buildings and so on. Some non-spatial data is also stored along with spatial data. Such data is in a repository known as spatial database. Mining process on such data is complex which is known as spatial data mining. Spatial queries are the queries that are answered based on certain criteria which might use both spatial and non-spatial content. The existing solution for spatial query processing was supporting single keyword query. However in the real world there might be related keywords and need to processing multi-keyword query. Towards this improvement is made for the single keyword search mechanism to support multi-keyword search using spatial data mining approach. A prototype application is built which demonstrates the multi-keyword search. Possible future directions include the improvement of visualization and application of spatial data mining for various domains.
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